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10
STEPS TO
HOLLYWOOD
GLAMOUR

Transform your look from girl about town to siren of
Tinseltown in 10 effortless steps…
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£20.00, page 29

It’s no secret that lots of celebs get a bit of
‘help’ in the anti-ageing department thanks
to a discreet surgeon and their trusty scalpel.
Luckily, there’s no need to go to such extreme
lengths for the same youthful result – Nip &
Fab’s cult serum and frown fix will turn back
the clock by plumping fine lines and smoothing
wrinkles. If it’s good enough for Sienna Miller…
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They’re Real!
Mascara
£16.50, page 41
This A-list mascara
needs no introduction.
It lengthens, curls, lifts
and volumises your
lashes without smudging,
clumping or drying them
out. Little wonder it’s the
UK’s b est-selling ma scara.
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Nip & Fab On The Go Skincare Kit

£32.00, page 19
Roberto Cavalli dresses are about as
glamorous as it gets. Just ask Halle
Berry and J-Lo – they’re regularly
papped in his creations. And the new
fragrance certainly doesn’t let the side
down. Rock ‘n’ roll royalty, Georgia May
Jagger, is the face of this provocative
scent, which has notes of vanilla,
powdery musk and bergamot. One spritz
will have you rocking out ‘til dawn.

GLAMGLOW Mud Mask
£20.00, page 29
A Hollywood star is rarely seen
without their favourite accessory
– a glowing complexion. Radiance
is the Holy Grail of skincare, and
thanks to GLAMGLOW’s mud
mask, it’s no longer out of reach
for us mere mortals. This product
has flown off the shelves Stateside
and is already attracting a swarm of
fans this side of the pond.
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Just Cavalli

DuWop Venom Pink
Shimmer
£15.00, page 27
Audrey Hepburn once said, “I
believe in wearing lipstick. I believe
in pink.” And, let’s face it, she knew
pretty much all there is to know
about style. Prep your pout with a
coat of this pink lippy for that allimportant Hollywood kiss.
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Seksy Elegance Watch

MeMeMe Shimmer Stack Set
£15.00, page 37
Who doesn’t want to look like they’ve just
stepped off a private jet after a week in the
Caribbean? A sweep of this plush palette
will give you that ultra-relaxed glow that you
usually only get from jetting off somewhere
fabulous.
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Urban Decay De-Slick Setting Spray
£10.00, page 40
No self-respecting movie star would ever let her make-up slide
down her face, and you should be no different. If it’s a flawless,
shine-free finish you lust after, this wonder mist delivers in spades.

YSL Le Teint Touche
Éclat Foundation

£89.00, page 55
Remember Cher’s famous
line in Clueless, “A watch
doesn’t really go with this
outfit, Daddy”? Well you
won’t have the same
dilemma with Seksy’s
best-selling timepiece –
it will add just the right
amount of bling to your
ensemble, whatever
you’re wearing.

£24.50, page 35
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This brightening foundation is
perfection in a bottle. Trust us,
no other product comes close to
rivalling Le Teint, apart from the
original Touche Éclat highlighter
itself. It goes on like a dream and
hides all those imperfections that
can sometimes take a trowel
and a darkened room
to conceal. Secret
weapon alert.

Ted Baker Make-up Bag
£18.50, page 48
No longer will you sneakily touch-up your make-up when you’re
out on the town. You can pull out this exotic print bag with pride –
it’s an über-stylish home for your beloved cosmetics. We’ve also
fallen in love with Ted’s scarf in the same print…
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